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Context-Aware, Technology Enabled Social Contribution for Public Safety using M-Urgency Shivsubramani Krishnamoorthy University of Maryland College Park, MD 20854 USA [email protected] ABSTRACT



M-Urgency is a public safety system that (1) redefines how emergency calls are made to a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) like the 911 system and (2) is designed to be contextaware of the situation in which it is used. M-Urgency enables mobile users to stream live audio and video from their devices to local PSAP along with the audio stream, the real time location and the relevant context information, enabling appropriate and prompt service. This paper presents a new feature, incorporated in M-Urgency, that enables social contribution whereby users in the vicinity of an emergency event can help operation conducted by the emergency personnel through verbal/visual information useful to them or by providing assistance. Our experiments show a very positive response from the participant to the capabilities of our system. In this paper, we also discuss the social implications such as privacy and security for this system. Author Keywords



Context, Context-Aware, Social Computing, M-Urgency, Emergency System ACM Classification Keywords



C.0 Systems Application Architecture; H.5 Information interfaces and presentation INTRODUCTION



It is usually a difficult task for the emergency personnel to gather information about the situation when an emergency call is made. The dispatcher has to ask a lot of questions to get the precise idea about the situation, which causes delays and also may involve exchange of inaccurate information when the time is critical. M-Urgency is the next generation emergency response system that provides a more efficient and timely service. It is a significant advance in how emergency calls are made to systems such as 911. M-Urgency enables a person to establish an audio and video stream connection with a PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point), to give the dispatcher a precise idea about the situation. More interestingly, it also enables the dispatcher to forward the stream to a



Ashok Agrawala University of Maryland College Park, MD 20854 USA [email protected] responder such as a squad car, nearest to the location of emergency or most appropriate one, to ensure a timely service. M-Urgency is built over the Rover-II architecture, a context aware framework which caters to the development of mobile applications. As technology is used to augment human capabilities, it is important that the applications should combine the context of the end user, the system and the environment, to provide relevant functions and most appropriate support to the users. Our framework uses a paradigm for handling context information that includes user specific context combined with common context. The framework supports connections to mobile devices using any communications means available and connections to back-end data servers, application servers, and service providers. We believe that the M-Urgency system could be further effective if more information could be gathered from the point of incident or from the vicinity. Social contribution from other users in the vicinity of the M-Urgency caller can help the emergency personnel understand the situation better and can even provide assistance to the caller, if required. We have extended the M-Urgency application enabling the emergency dispatcher to define a geo-fence around the caller and look for other M-Urgency users in the region. Other than just gathering information from them, the dispatcher could also group the user(s) with the caller establishing a audio/video interaction between them. We performed experimental studies to analyze our system at two levels, (i) to understand how acceptable and welcomed a system of this kind would be, seeking social contribution from the users in an emergency situation and (ii) a usability study based on usage of our system by a group of users. The results show a very encouraging response to our system and the idea of social contribution in emergency situation as a whole. We have laid a promising foundation in utilizing social contributions in handling emergency situations but certain concerns/issues need to be further more analyzed. Objective



The objectives of this paper are: Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. MobileHCI’12, September 21–24, 2012, San Francisco, CA, USA. Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-1105-2/12/09...$10.00.



• to present an extension of M-Urgency system that enables social contribution by users when an M-Urgency call made from a location in their proximity, • to provide the details and results of experimental study, analyzing the effectiveness of the system and assessing how acceptable it is to the participants,



• to discuss certain social computing issues/concerns such as privacy, security etc. with regards to our system. Overview



The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. We first introduce the M-Urgency system in section M-Urgency System, explaining the basic functionalities. The central point of the M-Urgency system is Rover-II server that manages the connections, information, a/v streaming etc. which we briefly discuss in section Rover-II. We then discuss the features introduced in M-Urgency to enable social contribution, in section Social Contribution in M-Urgency. We then explain our experimental design in section Experiments and discuss the results in section Results and Discussion. We also discuss about some of the concerns regarding social computing with respect to our system in section Social Concerns. RELATED WORK



Handling emergency situations is critical. There have been efforts put forth enhancing the emergency system like 911, reported in the literature. The efforts range from improving the quality of the service to providing better information to the emergency responders. From the spectrum of these efforts, the focus of M-Urgency has been on providing better contextual information to the emergency responders which enables them to be better prepared for the situation and can provide better efficient and effective service. Connie White et. al. [16] recognize the extreme popularity of social network sites today and that they can be employed in the context of emergency service. Considering the open nature of the social networks, they can be effective in creating awareness, preparedness and sharing of some critical information but contradict the nature of how 911 services work today where maximum confidentiality is maintained. Jiang et al [8] show how gathering, integrating and distributing contextual information enables tacit communication between fire fighters. NG-911 [5], the next generation 911 service operates on Internet protocol enabled emergency service communications network infrastructure. The focus here is to establish better interoperability among the emergency call centres, fire and rescue unit, law enforcement department and other emergency services. A major accomplishment of NG 911 has been in establishing a centralized approach for receiving an emergency from anywhere in the USA and routing the call to the appropriate call center based on the location provided by the mobile vendor. E-911 [4], enhanced 911 has enabled making emergency calls through voice over IP (VoIP), providing the location information and call back number. There has been attempt to make use of video stream to improve situational awareness during emergencies, as presented by Bergstrand et al [3]. The initial study proves the effectiveness of video communication in such situations. Kraut et al [9] have also shown how visual information can be used in effectively accomplishing a collaborative physical task in a given situation. They show how the impact of the amount and the quality of visual information on the performance. There have been other attempts to provide location services during emergency calls as in [14] and [18].



Our efforts align with the overall objectives of 911.gov, where the focus is on forming Community Response Grid (CRG) [15][7][6][17]. The Community Response Grid would enables residents to report and receive information about emergent events such as fires, floods, tornados, hurricanes, community health concerns, and terrorist attacks through webenabled computers and mobile devices, as well as cell phones providing text messages, photos, or videos that could be shared with community officials and other citizens. The central idea of a CRG is to provide ICT-empowered residentto-resident (R2R) assistance when it is needed. The Nation of neighbors (http://www.nationofneighbors.com) is another effort in effectively involving social contributions to handle crimes. It’s Reporting System enables citizens to report incidents which may go through a member moderation process before it is being broadcast and utilized by law enforcement groups and/or other citizens. We did not find in the literature efforts taken to handle all the three critical aspects which we try to address through M-Urgency: (1) utilizing technology, enabling social contribution towards public safety, (2) utilizing technology for effective communication (audio, video, real-time location etc.) and more importantly (3) real-time/immediate reporting of the emergency, directly to the PSAP. M-URGENCY SYSTEM



In this section, we present the basic functionalities of the M-Urgency system [10, 11]. M-Urgency is a public safety system that significantly advances how emergency calls are handled. M-Urgency enables a person to establish and audio and a video stream connection with the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP), to provide the most precise idea about the situation. The motive behind building the system is to enable effective and efficient emergency handling by providing the right contextual information at the point of decision making and a convenient interface to initiate the required actions/activities. M-Urgency presents information, in addition to the audio and video, that facilitates time-critical decisions by the dispatcher and responders. The dispatcher and the responder are provided with contextual information such as: • Relevant information about the user, e.g. disability or special needs, gender etc. so that they can dispatch aid accordingly. • The user’s real time location that is reflected on a map interface even when he or she is mobile. • Additional information, such as weather and traffic, to gather the context of the incident scene. There have been attempts to provide location services during emergency calls [13][18]. We attempt to take it a step further by providing real-time location as the incident/user may not be static. As noted above, we consider many variables, in addition to the location, to define context pertaining to the user and the incident. The context can be better defined as more services are added to the service tier of Rover-II.



Since the emergency personnel are provided with all the contextual information, they are in a position to efficiently provide service accordingly. Further, M-Urgency enables the dispatcher to forward the stream and the contextual information to first responders like a police officer, ambulance, fire engine etc., assigned to handle the call, by a gesture as simple as drag and drop. In this way the responder precisely knows the latest situation even before he gets to the incident scene. Components



There are three main components that build up the MUrgency system. Figure 2. Dispatcher console application screenshot



Caller Application



It runs on a smart phone, tablets, PDA, laptop, etc., allowing the user to initiate an emergency call by the press of a button. The application communicates with Rover-II and facilitates the location and the streaming service. Thus, an audio/video stream along with the location information is sent to the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Fig 1 shows the screen shots of the caller application before and after an emergency call is initiated.



Figure 3. Emergency Responder application screenshot



• View the list of available emergency responders (on the right), (a) Caller Application



• Group more than one emergency calls together, if so desired, • Assign responder(s) to the caller/incident through drag and drop operations, etc. We present the actual sequence of events in the subsequent sections. Emergency Responder Application



(b) Caller Application after call Figure 1. Caller Application screenshots before and after initiating a call



It runs on laptops, typically in the emergency vehicle. Once the dispatcher assigns the responder to an incident/caller, this application receives the forwarded audio/video streams of the assigned caller(s) along with the real time location information of the same. Thus the responder gets the precise information about the emergency situation and can get there prepared accordingly. Fig 3 shows the screen shot of a responder application.



Dispatcher Console Application



This is the central part of the M-Urgency system. Used by the PSAP, it runs on a desktop and receives emergency calls with the audio/video feeds. Fig 2 shows the screenshot of the dispatcher console application. It enables the dispatcher to: • View the incoming calls (on the left) and interact with them using audio selectively as needed, • View the real time location of the caller on a map interface along with the context information about the caller,



Status



We presented only the basic functionalities of M-Urgency in this section. An M-Urgency pilot, with many more additional functionalities, has been deployed at the University of Maryland Police Department, catering to our campus community of about 44000. M-Urgency has been developed using Adobe Flex open source framework with Flash Media Server and Flash Media Gateway at the server end for audio/video streaming and



Figure 4. Dispatcher creates a geo-fence around the caller’s location and initiates a call to the users within the region



Figure 5. The caller application interface, when a call from the dispatcher is received.



SIP call generation respectively. The dispatcher and responder (officer) modules run on a desktop/laptop computer and the caller applications run on android and iOS platforms. SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION IN M-URGENCY



We believe that the M-Urgency system could be further effective if more information could be gathered from the point of incident or from the vicinity. Installing additional sensors, security cameras or deploying additional security personnel would be an expensive option. An effective approach would be to utilize the people around, in the vicinity of the emergency incident. Social contribution from other users in the near vicinity of the M-Urgency caller can greatly help the emergency personnel understand the situation better and can even provide assistance to the caller, if required. We have extended the M-Urgency application enabling the emergency dispatcher to define a geo-fence around the caller and look for other M-Urgency users in the region. Other than just gathering information from them, the dispatcher could also group the user(s) with the caller establishing a audio/video interaction between them. As the emergency dispatcher, at the PSAP, receives an MUrgency call, the caller’s window appears on the left side of the screen and the real time location displayed on the map interface (figure 2). The map is zoomed to the resolution such that all the structures and landmarks of the region can be recognized by the dispatcher. The dispatcher has the provision to mark a rectangular region around the callers’ location, defining a geo-fence to look for other users in the region. Figure 4 shows the callers’ location from a particular building and the dispatcher geo-fences the whole building looking for other users in the building. M-Urgency users can opt in to be a good samaritan, ready to help in case of an emergency. When such a user activates the caller application on mobile device, it establishes a connection with Rover-II and runs in the background. The location of the users are provided to the server once every few minutes. Thus, the Rover-II server keeps track of active users and their locations. When the dispatcher defines a region around the caller’s location and initiates a call, all the M-Urgency users within the rectangular region are intimated. The user receives an audio alert and the caller application is automatically invoked to the foreground. The interface of the appli-



Figure 6. Users who have accepted the call from dispatcher are displayed at the bottom of the dispatcher console.



cation changes, as shown in figure 5, wherein the user can accept or reject the call. Once the user accepts the call from the dispatcher, an audio/video stream is established with the dispatcher. The windows of such users appear at the bottom of the dispatcher console, as shown in figure 6. The dispatcher can interact with each of the users and gather as much information about the situation from them. He could also hook the users up together by grouping them. The users can then interact with each other through a audio/video stream. The caller application interface is shown in figure 7. The caller could tap on each of the other user’s window to interact with them and to enlarge their video pane. The dispatcher will be involved in every group and has the ability to add or remove any user to/from the group.



Figure 7. Caller application interface when the users are grouped together by the dispatcher.



Prospective Situations



We believe the new feature in M-Urgency will be effective in many situations, few of which are listed below: • Situations demanding immediate additional information: For instance, there has been an M-Urgency call made from indoors the dispatcher can well gather information from users around the building about the situation around the building. For example, a fallen tree blocking the front entrance or huge snow accumulation on the west side of the building that can hinder the rescue process etc. • Situation demanding different angles of view of a location: In the event of a fire or road accident users around the location can stream videos, providing different angles of views or the users can show the dispatcher the situations on the nearby roads leading to the building. • Situation demanding immediate assistance: In case of a medical emergency, a doctor (and user of M-Urgency) spotted in the same building can be requested for immediate assistance. • Situations demanding coordinated response: In situations of hostage or campus shootout, various users within a building can be grouped together for a coordinated effort. ROVER-II



Rover [1] is a context-aware server that caters to the development of context-aware mobile applications. Our framework uses a paradigm for handling context information that includes user specific context combined with common context. The next version - Rover-II [12] is in its early development stage. The context model mentioned in the previous section forms the crux of Rover-II We have designed the architecture of Rover-II keeping three essential features of context-aware systems in mind, namely customization, adaptability and interactivity [1]. The system will support human decision making. Thus, the final decision of taking any action, based on the contextual information provided by Rover-II, rests with the human decision maker. Rover-II is an integration and fusion platform that seeks to provide a mechanism to aid communication of heterogeneous information sources to all interested and authorized entities. Additionally, entities utilizing Rover add as much information as possible to aid the fusion of information sources, including augmenting information sources with additional contextual information. Rover-II caters to the development of context-aware applications. It not only provides means to store and retrieve context information, but also facilitates relevant services to the applications so that the context information could be more effectively used. Rover-II implementation is an advance on Rover [1][2], where some aspects of the existing architecture were revisited. Figure 8 provides a high level layout of the Rover-II architecture. This architecture is centered on the information flow between the various sources and the end application or the user. The architecture is organized in three tiers as presented below:



Figure 8. Rover-II ecosystem architecture



• Service Tier The service tier is implemented as a collection of service engines and Figure 8 shows some of the service engines that have been implemented in the system to date. The key role of the service engines is to fetch or translate unstructured information, to meaningful and useful form for the user, and provide services as needed. We have implemented three services at this time. The location service plays the role of resolving GPS or Wi-Fi based coordinates to actual physical location; The streaming service enables any application to establish an audio/video stream with the system; The external service enables incorporation of external information to add to the clarity of the context, e.g. the weather information, traffic information etc. We are in the process of adding more services to this tier. • Interface Tier This tier provides a well defined interface for the clients/applications to associate with the system, though API calls. • Context Tier This is the critical part of the system which makes use of the contextual information of each user to mediate the flow of information from the source to the client/user. Based on the context of the user, along with the general context of the environment, the information is filtered, adjoined and/or rearranged, and some services enabled. EXPERIMENTS



We had to understand two things regarding our system: 1. whether people would be willing to offer some help in case of emergency in their vicinity in form of providing information or by assistance 2. how effective our system is in facilitating this social contribution We designed two experimental study for this which we explain as the following.



Initial Study



The initial study was just to understand how acceptable is the whole concept of social contribution in the event of an emergency. We selected a group of potential users of our system comprising of six students, two emergency dispatchers and UMPD IT support personnel. We conducted informal interview and discussion sessions with the participants, introducing our idea to them and making note of their reactions. We also recorded their concerns and suggestions expressed during the session. Detailed Study



the call was burdensome and why was it burdensome and any issue or concern regarding security/privacy that the particular situation raised. The dispatchers on the other hand logged their feedback specifying about the call quality and the like in addition to some specific questions like the following: • Did you find a user in the vicinity? • Did the user accept the call? • Was the user receptive to the questions/tasks put forth? (Did you have difficulties in conveying your questions to the users with respect to audio/video delay, quality, echo etc.)



Once the social contribution features were implemented and incorporated into the M-Urgency system we conducted a usability study with a group of participants. M-Urgency system is currently being tested by a group of 38, comprising of UMPD staff and members of UMPD auxiliary services including students. We performed our experimental study with the help of the same group. Our study was designed at two levels.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION



Opt-in Procedure



Initial Study



We initially wanted to learn how many participants would actually volunteer to opt-in to make use of M-Urgency application to provide help/assistance during emergency situations near their vicinity. We communicated with the 38 participant through an email, introducing the new feature in M-Urgency in detail and providing them an option to opt-in for the new feature and download the new version of the mobile application. We also encouraged them to reply to the email expressing any concern or suggestion that they may want to express.



In general, the initial study results were very encouraging. From the informal interview/discussion sessions we could understand that the idea of social contribution in an emergency situation nearby was welcomed by the student participants. We received a 100% positive response. The students did not show much concern about privacy and security with some of them stating that it was fine since the whole system was under the direct control of the police. Some of them reserved their comments, regarding the concerns, for after actually they actually used and tested the system.



Feedback Session



The second part of our study was based on the usage of the system by the participants. Participants were requested to make at least one M-Urgency call every Monday through Thursday between 9am and 5pm (UMPD has a high rate of actual 911 emergency calls from Thursday evening through the weekend). The participants submitted their feedback on an online system after every call. The dispatchers were also requested to log a feedback after every M-Urgency call received by them. As an M-Urgency call is received by a dispatcher, the dispatcher would look for other M-Urgency users in the vicinity by drawing a geo-fence on the map interface. When another user spotted in the geo-fence answers the call, the dispatcher puts forth simple questions to the user asking about the weather condition, traffic condition in the road nearby, asking the user to focus the camera on a particular object (building, car, display board etc.) in the region. The dispatcher was also suggested to put forth the same question to both the actual M-Urgency caller and the other user in the vicinity and see how consistent the responses were. These questions were to mimic an actual emergency situation and to verify whether this method would be effective in gathering additional useful information from or near the scene of the incident. The users logged their feedback in two formats - (i) if user initiated the call, the feedback was regarding the call quality and the like and (ii) if the user received a call from the dispatcher, how good/bad was the situation to accept the call, whether



• Were the responses from the user satisfying and effective? • Any concerns regarding security or privacy issues that this particular call raised?



However, the response from the UMPD side was not totally positive. The dispatchers did seem hesitant in adopting to new technologies and their main concern was regarding the workload in managing the whole scene with additional users. The IT personnel were concerned regarding the 911 standards in handling emergency situation versus involving people from general public in such situations. Their concerns were also in terms of ensuring privacy and security to all the individuals involved with the system in a given situation. But, both the groups strongly agreed with the fact that the method would definitely help gathering more information from the scene and would make the whole process better effective. Detailed Study Opt-in procedure



The response through the opt-in procedure was quite positive too. 26 participant responded to our emails. Most of the participants were willing to make use of M-Urgency in providing help/assistance in case of emergencies. As shown in figure 9, 93% of participants were willing to help in case an emergency situation arose near them. About 11% were willing to help or not help depending on the situation they are in that point of time. The rest were willing to help any time. 7% of the participants were not willing to participate in such situations. One participant expressed his willingness to provide help but was not sure because of certain disabilities. Overall, the response was very encouraging.



Figure 9. Participant’s willingness to provide assistance in the event of an emergency situation near them.



8 participant expressed concerns regarding privacy because of video streams being involved in the process. 5 of the participants also expressed concerns about battery life of their mobile devices as location technology like GPS and WiFi on their devices would be made use of by our system. The caller application picks up the location of the device only once in every few minutes which we believe does not consume too much of battery power. Feedback Session



The logged feedback data was collected for a period of 16 days. 198 M-Urgency calls were received over this period, as recorded by the dispatchers. Of these calls, 28 calls were such that the concerned dispatcher was able to spot another M-Urgency user within the defined vicinity. 22 calls were answered and 6 were ignored. Four users out of the six who ignored a call from the dispatcher logged their feedback stating they were not in a position to accept the call either being present in a class, meeting etc. when they received the call. Analyzing the callers’ logs, we could not find a significant negative feedback that is worth highlighting. There were a few complaints about the video freezing, choppy audio streams etc, but nothing specific to the social contribution part. We did not ignore these comments since they do affect the efficiency of the system in critical situations and considered them as negative feedback. We had instructed the participants to mark the ”concerns” column as none if they did not have any concerns. We considered this as a positive response. 76% of the callers mentioned that the situation was good to answer a call from the dispatcher, 3% marked it neutral and the rest ignored the calls. On average, the users who answered the calls were on the call for only few minutes responding to the few queries put forth by the dispatchers. It could be probably because of this that most of the users did not mark the calls being burdensome. Only two users reported the call being burdensome for the reasons like they had to walk out of the building, they were in a noisy environment etc. We also analyzed the feedback logged by the dispatchers. As noted earlier, from the M-Urgency calls received by the dispatchers, they could spot another user in the vicinity in only 14% of cases and about 11% of the calls being actually answered by the users. We are not very concerned about these figures because only 26 users were actually using M-Urgency altogether. We believe that as M-Urgency is used by more in the university community, the probability of another user ex-



Figure 10. Summarizing the caller’s feedback log; being mostly positive.



isting in the same vicinity will be much higher, as many more users will be using the application. In 87% of the cases when a call was answered, the dispatchers thought that the users were well receptive to their instructions/queries and the communication happened without much of a hassle. Breaking audio and choppy video streams were reported in the other cases as logged by the users too. All more importantly, in 71% of the cases the dispatchers received satisfying response from the users for their queries; or in other words the interaction was effective and the dispatcher could gather a better idea about the place where the actual caller and the samaritan user were at. However in 12% of the cases the dispatchers felt that involving an additional user turned out to be burdensome. Interestingly, the grouping feature was never used by any of the dispatchers wherein they could group the caller/samaritan users together so that they can interact within themselves through an audio/video stream. The logs did not reveal a reason why this feature was not utilized. Considering the feedback from the callers (actual callers and samaritan users) and dispatchers and categorizing them as positive, negative and neutral, figure 10 clearly shows that though there were certain issues, the overall response to our system has been very positive. A dispatcher described one of the calls, specifying how the social contribution was actually effective in the situation. The original caller initiated the call from within one of the buildings in the campus. The dispatcher could interact with the caller for a while when caller lost the connection. The dispatcher could not understand what exactly happened and could spot another user in the same building. Since the dispatcher had managed to roughly understand where in the initial caller was, he requested the samaritan user to go up to the initial caller. Since the samaritan user was connected through WiFi, he could maintain a seamless connection and could reach up to the initial caller. The dispatcher could, then, well understand that the initial caller had totally lost reception from his mobile service provider and therefore got disconnected. The dispatcher noted that this scenario will be very useful in an actual emergency event where the connection with a caller is lost for some such reason.



SOCIAL CONCERNS



An endeavor involving technology enabled social computing understandably raises the concerns regarding security and privacy. Incorporating social interaction in M-Urgency may make it vulnerable to such issues. In this section we would like to highlight certain features and scenarios that, we believe, would help mitigate these issues: • We believe, there are four levels of interaction in our system. – A user makes an M-Urgency call and interacts with the dispatcher and the officers – In addition to that, the dispatcher interacts with other available users near the point of emergency – At the third level, the dispatcher groups the caller with the samaritan users nearby and they can interact amongst each other – Finally, the dispatcher can reveal the actual precise location of the caller to a samaritan user and request him to go up to the caller to assist him We believe that the first two levels of interaction do not significantly raise the issues of privacy and security as the interaction is taking place with a police personnel and is similar to the case of any emergency call. The user makes an M-Urgency call only by choice and the additional video feature only helps the police understand the situation better. • From the results discussed in this paper, we understand that the dispatchers find our system effective with the first two levels of interaction itself. We believe that the third and fourth level of interaction is not very likely and may be utilized only in very critical cases. • In case of the third level of interaction, the process is still under the full control of the dispatcher who is the part of formed group and will be involved in the interactions. Breach of privacy or security does not seem likely in this case. It is clear that any misbehavior by any one of the users in the group will be tracked by the dispatcher (all the streams are anyway recorded by the system to serve as proof for further investigation). Moreover, the dispatcher has the provision to add/remove any of the users from the group. • Assigning a user to assist another can probably be most vulnerable to misuse of the situation. But we would like to highlight some of the features of our system that we believe address this issue: – We haven’t discussed all the features of Rover-II in detail in this paper. Rover-II is capable of hosting many databases for specific applications. Based on the context of situations, contextual rules could be set to automatically access certain piece of information from the databases. Thus, our system is capable of providing additional information about the user including his/her criminal background, fetched from a police department’s database, to the dispatcher before he/she could decide whether or not to request a user for assistance.



– Moreover, the dispatcher monitors the scene through two connections and respective streams - that of the actual caller and the samaritan user requested to assist. Thus an unfortunate event is unlikely. – The dispatcher, as per the protocol, would definitely assign responders to the situation who arrive at the scene at the earliest. With dispatcher monitoring the scene and the short time before the responders arrive, it would definitely be difficult for the user to misbehave with the other. We do not claim that our system completely addresses the issues of privacy and security, but it does significantly provide the emergency personnel with features wherein such situations can be handled well. Exploring further into these issues remains an open problem. CONCLUSION



In this paper we presented a new feature incorporated into MUrgency system that enables social contribution. In an event of emergency, M-Urgency enables users from the near vicinity of the event to contribute to the rescue operation conducted by the emergency personnel by providing verbal or visual information useful to them or by providing assistance. We discussed the results of our experimental study that show a very positive response by the participants to the capabilities of our system. We believe that we have laid a promising foundation in utilizing social contributions in handling emergency situations but certain concerns/issues need to be further analyzed. REFERENCES
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